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ABSTRACT: Reliable seasonal forecasting of climate, particularly for the rainy season for South
Africa, has the potential to be of great benefit to users. Foreknowledge of temperature and rainfall
conditions can assist planning, management and mitigation decisions for users from many sectors of
the economy. Pre-requisites of a useful seasonal forecast, however, would include ease of interpretation, acceptable accuracy as well as efficient dissemination. This paper describes the process of the
development, dissemination and use of seasonal climate forecasts in South Africa. We critically
analyse the process and suggest proposals for further research and development. Also addressed are
the needs of users, maximisation of potential forecast benefits and some proposals for more efficient
distribution.
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In South Africa, seasonal forecasts generally consist
of an outlook of precipitation and temperature for the
rainfall season of a specific area. Such forecasts can be
issued monthly throughout the year, or at least prior to
the rainy season (September to March). In most cases
the forecast is presented as a 3-mo average, and can
entail monthly updates for each subsequent 3-mo
period (South African Weather Services [SAWS];
www.weathersa.co.za/nwp/seasonal.html). Many such
seasonal forecasts are produced for the Southern
African region by a range of scientific, academic and
meteorological institutions (SADC-DMC 2002). In
South Africa, some are produced as the output of
research projects as an ongoing forecast product
development, while others are produced as formal
products being disseminated by the institution respon-

sible (e.g. SAWS, Universities, Research Councils,
National Government Departments).
In regions that lack sufficient water resources to irrigate, and therefore depend on rainfall for farming,
prior knowledge of the likely pattern of precipitation
could lead to substantial improvements to food security
as well as profits to commercial producers (Blench
1999, Hammer et al. 2001). South Africa is a relatively
dry country with variable rainfall regimes. Accurate
seasonal forecasts that could assist with the planning
of planting, fertilisation and harvesting could help
increase crop productivity and profitability as well as
reducing agricultural losses (Hammer et al. 1996, Jury
et al. 1999b, Jones et al. 2000). Most of the examples
cited here are for crop production, but there are initiatives currently underway to improve the utility of forecasts for livestock production (e.g. Hudson & Vogel
2003).
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One of the main purposes of this review is to explore
the improvement of the application of forecasts to the
benefits of users, and also to guide forecast producers
towards the production of more useful forecasts. The
role of key institutions in the forecast system is
assessed with a view to characterising the ‘end-to-end’
nature of the process. Such a characterisation will
allow forecasters and application researchers to identify gaps in the process and suitable points for intervention to improve this process, i.e. from the production of forecasts by scientists to the uptake and use of
the forecasts by an end-user (e.g. industry, farmer or
other).
We begin by describing the climatology underpinning seasonal forecasts including the role of ENSO and
other factors that affect summer season rainfall in
South Africa. This is followed by a review of the institutions currently engaged in seasonal forecast production, their dissemination and potential use. Finally we
critique the usefulness and overall current use and
uptake of seasonal forecasts in South Africa.

2. THE PROCESS OF SEASONAL FORECAST
PRODUCTION
The current state-of-the-art in seasonal prediction
worldwide is well reviewed by Goddard et al. (2001).
The sophistication of the tools used varies according to
institution, but invariably involves a dynamical modelling approach and/or a statistical approach. Both
approaches rely upon input data, which could be
observed or modelled sea-surface temperatures
(SSTs), historical climatic data, satellite information, or
a combination of these (Goddard et al. 2001).
The predictability of seasonal rainfall results primarily from the influence of SSTs, or so-called ‘boundary
conditions’, on the atmospheric circulation (Palmer &
Anderson 1994, Washington & Downing 1999, Goddard et al. 2001). Throughout most of the tropical
oceans, including the equatorial Pacific Ocean where
El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) events occur, SST
anomalies may persist for up to 6 mo or more (Goddard
et al. 2001), making seasonal climate forecasting
possible.
Foremost among seasonal prediction activities, because of its important global influence, is the ENSO
phenomenon. The Southern Oscillation Index (SOI)
drives the prediction of ENSO events, and the warming of the Pacific is the leading indicator. Most forecast
models (dynamical and statistical) were able to predict
the onset of the 1997/98 El Niño, albeit at lead times
varying between 3 and 1 mo, and were not inaccurate
in the case of USA (Barnston et al. 1999) or South
America (Jones et al. 2000).

The relationship between Southern African rainfall
and the El Niño phenomenon has been evident for
some time. Ropelewski & Halpert (1987, 1989, 1996)
showed a positive correlation between the SOI and
Southern African rainfall. In South Africa, the wet summer season corresponds to the mature phase of the
ENSO, when the range of anomalies in ocean surface
temperatures and in atmospheric parameters is the
largest.
El Niño impacts are at a maximum in the southeast
of the continent, in January-February-March (JFM)
(Lindesay 1988, Lindesay & Vogel 1990). El Niño
occurrences (warm anomalies in the Eastern Pacific)
are usually, but not always (Mason & Mimmack 1992)
associated with droughts in a large part of the subcontinent. There are few correlations between the
rainfall index in Southern Africa and the several
indices reflecting the state of the Pacific (Richard et al.
2000). In fact, the relationship between Southern
African rainfall and El Niño/La Niña events seems to
be temporally unstable. Seasonal climates may depend
to a greater or lesser extent on SST variability in ocean
basins other than the Pacific, suggesting that forecasts
of SSTs in these other basins would be desirable
(Mason et al. 1999). Indian Ocean SST anomalies, for
example, correlate with Eastern and Southern African
rainfall variations. (Goddard & Graham 1999, Reason &
Mulenga 1999)
Rainfall records from previous years can, however,
provide an indication of what can be expected during
specific ENSO or (anti-ENSO) episodes. El Niño events
differ in strength, and a range of rainfall outcomes can
therefore be expected. This is where a specific SOI correlation has advantages. On the whole, for the period
1890 to 1989, El Niño events have led to mean negative
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Fig. 1. Precipitation anomalies of ENSO – East Southern
Africa, November to May 1890–1989 (source IRI, New York,
using data from NCEP, Climate Prediction Center USA)
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Fig. 2. Occurrence of below-normal seasonal (a) OND, and
(b) JFM rainfall over Southern Africa during the 10 strongest
recorded El Niño events (NINO 3.4 SST anomalies OND
1950–1995) (after Mason & Goddard 2001, IRI website http://
iridl.ldeo.columbia.edu/SOURCES/.IRI/.Analyses/.ENSO-RP/
.0p5deg/.prob/)

rainfall anomalies (Fig. 1). In contrast, La Niña conditions show positive anomalies.
Fig. 2 shows enhanced probabilities of below-normal
rainfall amounts over especially the northeastern interior of South Africa during El Niño events. The likelihood of dry conditions is greatly increased in the JFM
part of the season, especially since the 1970s (Richard
et al. 2000).
As stated above, El Niño events, although usually
associated with below-normal rainfall over much of
Southern Africa, are not the only factor influencing
Southern Africa’s seasonal rainfall. A warming of the
Indian Ocean during El Niño events appears to be
important in providing a linkage between Southern
Africa and the equatorial Pacific Ocean through the
weakening of tropical convection over this region
(Lindesay 1988, Mason & Goddard 2001). Local SST
forcing is also evident from adjacent oceans, particularly the warm Agulhas Current, the strongest western
boundary current in the southern hemisphere, and its
inertial re-circulation over the SW Indian Ocean. Several regional studies have explored its influence on
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summer rainfall along the southeast coast of South
Africa (Jury et al. 1993, Mason 1995) and over the subcontinent as a whole (Reason 2001).
Based on this premise, seasonal forecasting methodologies are developed such that they include the
signal from these tropical oceans. The dynamical
approach employs atmospheric general circulation
models (GCMs) with prescribed SST fields or coupled
ocean-atmosphere GCMs that attempt to simulate to
fullcoupled ocean-atmosphere system and the feedback between the atmosphere and ocean. These models simulate the general circulation of the atmosphere
and ocean using 4-dimensional prognostic equations
and complex physics packages. The statistical approach, on the other hand, seeks a direct (often a timelag) relationship between SSTs and local climate. The
relative performance of these 2 approaches differs
from region to region, with each having its own specific advantages for different applications.
Notwithstanding the associations between SSTs and
rainfall in Southern Africa (Mason 1995), the largest
portion of the variability remains unexplained. Studies
have shown that signals in the mid-latitude eddies also
have a strong influence on the development of tropical-temperate-troughs, which are a major contributor
to summer rainfall in Southern Africa (Todd & Washington 1999). Furthermore, local feedbacks through
vegetation and soil moisture are yet to be quantified
for Southern Africa but certainly must play a role in
local climate variability. The complexity of the interaction of these influences, particularly in the Southern
Africa region where variability is high but predictability through strong teleconnections is low, poses a
challenge to seasonal prediction. This highlights the
importance of users and even producers of forecasts
not to over-simplify the prediction process and its
interpretation for this region, e.g. El Niño equals
drought.
In this regard it is important to also recognise the
relationship between forecast producers and forecast
users. A forecast process that does not take into
account the requirements of the end-user is not serving to advance its usefulness (Rosenzweig 2001). Furthermore, forecast production involves a degree of
subjective and objective decision making. Scientists
have inherent leanings towards particular types of
forecast generation, which in their experience have
proved more successful than others. The early successful identification of an approaching ENSO event
is often regarded as more important than recognising
the variation within a non-ENSO year.
The impact of ENSO events on South African rainfall
patterns should not be overestimated but it is the magnitude of the impacts which is most important for the
rainfall dependent forecast user. In most cases the skill
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or accuracy of a forecast in determining both the event
itself as well as the magnitude is proportional to its
usefulness.
As Blench states, there is also a problem with the
indiscriminate use of forecasts:
The accuracy of forecasts depends on effective measurement of known predictors, model quality and local interpretation. In 1997-8, indicators showed that an El Niño was
in progress, resulting in warm water off the coast of Chile,
and drought in NE Brazil, southern Africa and Melanesia.
Preparations were made throughout southern Africa, causing considerable scepticism when the expected drought
failed to materialise. Similarly, predictions for January to
March 1999, adjusted by the SARCOF meeting in December 1998, predicted above average rainfall in southern
Africa, whereas observed rainfall was in fact lower than
average. These technical failures have had the effect of
enforcing more humility on climatologists and called into
question the utility of widespread dissemination of forecast
material.
(Blench 1999, p. 2)

3. FORECAST PRODUCERS IN SOUTHERN AFRICA
A range of institutions in the Southern African
Developing Community (SADC) region produce different types of forecasts, including meteorological services and university research groups. The Southern
African Regional Climate Outlook Forum (SARCOF)
World Meteorological Organisation (WMO) mandated
process combines these forecasts, and produces a
regional outlook every year. These provide a regional
context within which local forecasts are configured,
produced and used. Forecast production is described
here first for the region and then for South Africa.
SARCOF is the WMO-mandated regional seasonal
weather outlook prediction and application process
adopted by 14 member countries of the SADC.

3.1. Regional institutional processes
SARCOF facilitates information exchange as well as
interaction among forecasters, decision-makers and
climate information users in the region. Its main objective is to promote technical and scientific capacity
building in producing, disseminating and applying climate forecast information in weather-sensitive sectors
of the region’s economies.
In previous years, the SARCOF process started with
6 wk of pre-SARCOF capacity building training workshop, followed by the SARCOF meeting itself and then
the SARCOF mid-season correction meeting.
The pre-SARCOF capacity building workshop is
intended to enhance the technical ability of forecasters
in seasonal weather forecasting. The training workshops enable participants to acquire skills in climate

modelling, including interpretation and application of
local knowledge and downscaling techniques. The
main objectives of the workshops are:
• To enhance the capacity of the SADC National
Meteorological Services in data processing, diagnosis, and seasonal climate prediction,
• To develop empirical/statistical prediction models
for each country and to downscale general circulation models (GCMs) products to national level,
• To generate national seasonal climate forecasts for
subsequent input into the SARCOF meeting,
• To promote application of climate information and
prediction by various end-users for the socioeconomic development of the region.
Following the capacity building workshop, the SARCOF outlook meeting is held. Seasonal outlooks generated by a range of methods at national, regional and
international levels are presented to participants in
order to formulate a consensus forecast for the region.
The forecast generation applied by SARCOF entails
the use of coupled ocean-atmosphere models, physically based statistical models and expert judgement.
Probability distributions are established to indicate the
likelihood of below-, near-, or above-normal rainfall for
the region.
The initial process involves the following steps taken
by each country’s National Meteorological Service
(NMS) prior to the SARCOF preseason consensus
meeting:
• Demarcating regions by homogeneous zones. Each
country is divided into homogeneous rainfall zones.
This is done with the use of statistical analysis technique applying principal component analysis (PCA).
Stations with similar characteristics of rainfall variability are grouped together. Rainfall generating
mechanisms may differ from one zone to another and
seasonal rainfall totals are not by themselves a critical factor in this analysis method. Stations with different annual rainfall means may thus have the same
variability characteristics and are thus grouped in
the same zone. Knowledge of the climatology of the
local area is of importance when applying this technique.
• Developing statistical/empirical seasonal rainfall
forecast models. Statistical models are developed
with the use of multiple regression analysis to derive
empirical/statistical analogues.
• Validation of forecast models. Each forecast model is
tested and cross-validated by the use of contingency
tables and the skill of each model evaluated.
• Formulation of seasonal forecast. The seasonal forecast for the coming season is formulated for each
zone indicating the likelihood of below-normal,
normal or above-normal rainfall for the coming
season.
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The consensus discussion involves the presentation
of each country’s forecast and the subsequent combination of rainfall probability regional borders. The
Forum reviews the state of the global ocean-atmosphere system and its implications for this region. The
principal factor taken into account is the current state
of the SSTs over much of the tropical Indian and
Atlantic Oceans.
Coupled global ocean-atmosphere models, physically based statistical models and expert interpretation are used in the development of the outlook. The
current status of seasonal forecasting methodologies
allows prediction of spatial and temporal averages,
and may not fully resolve all factors that influence
regional, national and local climate variability. In this
process the regions are merged at the country
borders to create a fluid and contiguous series of
regions throughout the SADC area. Subsequent discussion revolves around the actual tercile probabilities. Ultimately, consensus is reached and a map is
produced, which may vary somewhat from an individual country’s forecast. The rainfall forecast from
the SAWS for September to November 2002 is presented in Fig. 3 and that from the September 2002
SARCOF-6 meeting in Fig. 4.
The mid-season correction is an important follow-on
from the pre-season meeting. At this meeting the season thus far is assessed and the latest model outputs
consulted. The forecast produced can vary substantially from the pre-season issue. As many as 6 updates
can be issued, as was the case in 2001/02.
Fig. 5 shows the (a) pre-season and (b) mid-season
forecast for the same period (JFM) in 2002.
The dissemination of the SARCOF forecast’s information and products to the users is accorded high
priority in the SARCOF process. In order for the outlook to reach all layers of the community, various
media organs such as radio, television, newspapers,
and press releases are used. The target groups are
policy-makers, disaster management authorities,
drought relief agencies, institutions responsible for
food security, as well as other weather and climate
sensitive sectors, including the general public. Some
SADC member NMSs may choose to disseminate their
own forecast, while providing access to the SARCOF
seasonal outlook (and updates).
In South Africa, the SARCOF forecast dissemination
appears to be limited to the SAWS website (www.
weathersa.co.za/nwp/seasonal.html). It is generally
reasoned that the SAWS resources and forecasts, having served as input for SARCOF, are adequately
reflected in the SAWS long-term forecast itself. It can
be seen from Figs. 3 & 4 that the SARCOF consensus
forecast differs slightly from the SAWS forecast for that
particular forecast period.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. SAWS seasonal forecast. Expected mean (a) temperature
and (b) rainfall, for September to November 2002. (Source:
SAWS). A: above normal; N: near normal; B: below normal

3.2. South African Weather Service (SAWS)
We now turn to examining the national forecast process, end-users and those tailoring forecasts for their
own particular uses, taking the examples of the maize
and sugar industries.
The SAWS is the country’s national meteorological
service, with a permanent representative at the WMO.
In terms of its WMO obligation, it is the primary
weather and climate information service provider in
South Africa. As one of the services it offers, the SAWS
began the Long-term Operational Group Information
Centre (LOGIC) in 1997. This centre was amalgamated
with the SAWS Central Forecast Office in 2003 under
the division ‘Long-term forecasting’ in an effort to
begin a seamless forecast product range. The new
National Forecast Centre (NFC) is responsible for
providing guidance and warning of national weather
to regional forecasting centres and the media.
The scientists working on long-term forecasting projects have been tasked to produce and disseminate a
monthly 3-mo forecast through the NFC. A multitiered forecast system consisting of a dynamic modelling process, combined with a statistical approach and
consensus discussion is employed to produce the seasonal forecast (Landman et al. 2001). The input to the
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Fig. 4. SARCOF consensus forecast September 2002. (Source:
DMC, Harare). Zone I: likelihood of normal to above-normal
rainfall; Zone II: likelihood of normal to above-normal rainfall;
Zone III: likelihood of normal to below-normal rainfall; Zone
IV: likelihood of normal to above-normal rainfall; Zone V:
normal to above-normal rainfall; Zone VI: normal to abovenormal rainfall; Zone VII: climatology

consensus discussion is derived from both in-house
and outside sources.
The in-house, multi-tiered system begins with a prediction of near-global SSTs using canonical correlation
analysis (CCA). This technique has been shown to be
successful in predicting SST anomalies up to several
seasons in advance (Barnett & Preisendorfer 1987). Any
identified warming or cooling of global-scale SSTs is
used as a predictor in the local CCA model to predict
monthly SST anomalies of the equatorial Pacific and
Indian Ocean basins over the 10-yr retro-active period
from 1987/88 to 1996/97 (Landman & Mason 2001).
Even though SST predictions for non-ENSO years are
satisfactory, most of the predictability of equatorial
SSTs is associated with ENSO. The magnitude of strong
events is frequently underestimated in CCA predictions, which may negatively impact the response of a
GCM to such strong SST anomalies. For this reason
a variance adjustment is done on the predicted
anomalies.
In the second tier, the Centre for Ocean Land Atmosphere (COLA) T30 GCM is integrated forward 8 mo
from 10 sets of initial conditions (each time-lagged by
12 h) to create a 10-member ensemble. The initial conditions are derived from the operational global atmospheric analyses received from the National Centers for
Environmental Prediction (NCEP). A parallel ensemble suite is generated using the same initial conditions
but using persisted SST anomalies calculated from the
latest observed SST data. Three-month running forecasts of rainfall and SST anomalies are then calculated
for each ensemble mean and used as part of the suite of

products in a monthly consensus discussion. These
anomalies are calculated using a model climate that
was derived from a 5-member ensemble 14-yr simulation from 1986–1999 (Tennant 2003).
In parallel with this second tier, statistical forecasts of
precipitation and temperature are made using CCA
(Landman & Mason 1999). These are calculated
through time-lag relationships between South African
regional rainfall and global SSTs. These statistical
models are trained and validated by historical data
enabling forecast skill estimates to accompany the
forecast. These forecasts are used as input in the final
tier.
The third tier utilises statistical methods where
large-scale circulation fields generated by the GCM
are downscaled (Von Storch & Navarra 1995, Landman
et al. 2001) to specific rainfall regions. Bias-corrected
GCM output from tier 2 (Tennant 1999) is input to the
CCA regression equations, which are used to perform
the downscaling process in a ‘perfect prognosis’
approach. The CCA regression equations are trained
using observed circulation and regional rainfall to
produce a regional rainfall prediction. This method
demonstrated skill in several regions of South Africa
(Landman et al. 2001). A model output statistics
approach has also been successful for monthly forecasts in South Africa using the same GCM (Landman &
Tennant 2000). Plans are currently underway to
improve the downscaling endeavours at SAWS by
making better use of ensemble spread information and
also to provide more information on intra-seasonal
variability.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. SARCOF forecast output for JFM 2002, produced in
(a) September 2001, and (b) December 2001. (Source: DMC,
Harare)

The final tier comprises a monthly discussion between
the long-term forecasters at the SAWS. Input from the
COLA and CCA dynamical and statistical analyses, as
well as model output supplied by IRI (International
Research Institute) and ECMWF (European Centre for
Medium Term Weather Forecasts) are analysed and a
probability forecast is generated (Table 1).
The dissemination of the SAWS seasonal forecast is
available via the SAWS website (Fig. 3), selected email
and fax recipients (including government departments, commercial agriculture and banks) and an
automated cellphone number managed by the Central
Forecast Office. Some interpretive guidelines are
given with the forecast explaining, inter alia, the
meaning of probability and the tercile system.

Table 1. Forecast generation process adopted at SAWS
Discussion process at SAWS
• Grouping: There is a physical grouping of similar forecasts
• Weighting: Using previous experience as a guideline,
forecasts that have had historical success are favoured
• Discarding: Outlier forecasts are discarded after due
consideration
• Compilation: Regionalisation of the forecasts is performed and dividing lines (of which a maximum of 3 are
used) are created. This is followed by the terciles probabilities being averaged and allocated to the created
regions
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Specific caveats are issued with the forecast:
The potential of climate prediction arises NOT from timing
and location of individual weather events, but for averages
over months and seasons. Climate forecasts are distinctly
different from weather forecasts, because they cover relatively large regions over a long period of time. The
weather at particular locations and at specific times may
sometimes appear to contradict the climate forecast.

and,
Seasonal forecasts are NOT suitable for small, localized
areas for specific days.
(SAWS website: www.weathersa.co.za/nwp/seasonal.html)

Recently (August 2003) a new Global Forecasting
Centre for Southern Africa (GFCSA) website was conceived and launched by 3 participating institutions:
SAWS, the Climate Systems Analysis Group (CSAG) at
University of Cape Town, and Laboratory for Research
and Training in Atmospheric Modelling at the University of Pretoria.
The prime function of the GFCSA is to operate and
maintain an operational long-range forecasting (LRF,
from 30 d up to 2 yr) system for the globe from where
Regional Climate Centres and National Meteorological and Hydrological Services within SADC, as well as
the international research community involved in the
development of long-range forecasts, can obtain relevant global LRF products. The products from the different institutions are displayed and explained online
at www.gfcsa.net.

3.3. Other institutional inputs to the forecast system
in South Africa
3.3.1. University of Cape Town HadAM3 Model
At the University of Cape Town, seasonal and
monthly forecasts are made using the United Kingdom
Meteorological Office Atmospheric General Circulation Model (AGCM) HadAM3. The mixed phase precipitation scheme is included in the model integrations
as this improves the model precipitation over Southern
Africa. A 10-member ensemble of the HadAM3 AGCM
has been integrated forward with observed (Reynolds)
SSTs. This ensures that aspects of the model (e.g. soil
moisture and temperature) are in equilibrium with the
model precipitation as forced by historical SSTs.
Forecasts are produced for 6 mo into the future using
forecast SSTs, which are constructed by adding the
COCA (CSIRO Australia) model’s SST forecast anomalies to the Reynolds SST climatology, except where
persisted observed SST anomalies are used for the first
month.
The 3-mo average forecasts are expressed as anomalies of the ensemble mean minus the mean of a

15-yr climatology produced using observed SSTs
(1982–2000) (see Tennant 2003 for a comparative verification of this climatology with that of the COLA GCM
used at SAWS). For precipitation, the result is divided
by the mean of the climatology ensemble and expressed as a percentage of normal (Fig. 6). The contour
lines indicate where the mean of the ensemble forecast
was different to the mean of the model climatology at
the 90% significance level according to a Student’s
t-test.
The forecast is still in its experimental phase and is
thus not disseminated further than on www.gfcsa.net
and as a resource for SAWS and other forecasting
institutions.

3.3.2. Other
Other seasonal forecasts are produced by a variety of
individuals or institutions. The methodologies vary
from statistical and numerical analysis to dynamical
modelling.
At the University of Zululand, the Climate Impact
Predictions group has been producing long-range
climate outlooks for Southern Africa since 1991. These
forecasts utilise ECMWF products combined with SSTs
and air pressure measurements from the Pacific, South
West Indian and South Atlantic Oceans. In 1999, on the
basis of strong La Niña conditions, a prediction of
above-normal rainfall for NE South Africa and Mozambique was produced which proved correct when
severe flooding afflicted Southern Mozambique.
Teleconnection studies (e.g. Jury et al. 1999a) have
also been used to assemble a wide selection of predictors to develop statistical multivariate models for forecasting climate-related impacts over Southern Africa.
Application of numerical model forecasts at grid cell
scale achieves a hit rate around 50% that is below costbenefit to users (Landman et al. 2001). Hence model
forecasts are most reliable at a spatial scale near
106 km and a long range time scale (M. R. Jury et al.
unpubl.).

3.4. ‘Intermediary’ institutions and agencies active in
forecast application
3.4.1. National Department of Agriculture,
Agricultural Research Council
Application of seasonal forecasts in South Africa is
being undertaken by a number of institutions and
potential end-users. The Agricultural Research Council’s Institute for Soil, Climate and Water (ARC–ISCW),
for example, utilises the seasonal forecasts to develop
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3.4.2. Maize Vision
Maize Vision is a monthly electronic
product issued on a commercial basis
by Enviro Vision in conjunction with
the ARC-ISCW. The aim is to provide
users (mostly commercial maize farmers) with a monthly analysis of the
received and anticipated monthly
rainfall, as well as the significance for
specific activities in the maize-growing region.
It is based on the latest observed
SSTs from the Drought Research Unit
(Queensland, Australia) and reported
SOI (Australian Bureau of Meteorology), and uses a rainfall and crop
model, respectively, to predict rainfall
Fig. 6. Rainfall forecast for 2003 ASO (August, September, October) precipitation (% of normal), using HadAM3 MPP issued on July 14, 2003
and crop yields for specific districts
based on their rainfall records. Sea
surface predictions are analysed and
their correlation with the ENSO phases and the subseand publish regular advisories for farmers (South
quent effect on rainfall and temperature are discussed.
African National Department of Agriculture 2003,
From time to time crop scenario estimates are pubAgricultural advisory; available at www.agis.agric.za).
lished for each province and the possible influence on
The National Agrometeorological Committee (NAC),
prices discussed. The domestic and USA market price
under the chairmanship of the National Department of
trends are shown in conjunction with the rand/dollar
Agriculture, Directorate for Agricultural Risk Manageexchange rate.
ment, convenes regularly during the rainy season to
Maize Vision is intended to give farmers (and other
assess the outlook provided by the SAWS. The previsectors) useful information from which pertinent decious month’s actual rainfall figures are compared to the
sions can be made. The decisions that could be influforecast, as well as the long-term median, and they are
enced (as far as farmers are concerned) would include
then interpreted in terms of the agricultural prospects
the selection of crop types, seed cultivars, fertiliser
for the following month. For example, in February
application, and even, as shown in the 2002/03 season,
2003, it was observed that the rainfall onset was late,
whether or not to invest in market futures, whereby a
but that the rain for December, January and February
selling price is fixed ahead of time. Some limited
was well distributed spatially and temporally. The
advice is given to the recipients as far as climatic and
interpretation that followed predicted that late
crop conditions are concerned.
plantings would do well.
Currently there are over 600 subscribers to this serIn an experimental model, based on the crop-clivice. The following excerpt and rainfall probability
mate-soil interaction, the seasonal forecast provides
the initial input, while a GIS system produces cropmap (Fig. 7) are taken from Maize Vision No. 46,
specific production levels. The eventual aim is to incorissued in June 2003:
porate the SAWS outlook into this model, which would
The RSA maize crop for 2002/2003 is estimated at about
then relate the seasonal outlook to yield values which
8.6 to 9 million tons but controversy over areas still continare spatially variable due to the varying interaction
ues. Dry conditions hamper the planting of winter wheat
and it is possible that the unplanted areas will go to early
between climate, plant and soil factors. Other indices
sunflower plantings for 2003/2004. Farmers are in a
like heat stress (temperature driven) etc. could be
dilemma with large grain stock levels and low prices for
investigated as the model develops.
most grain commodities in the country. The problem can
Additional resources such as Normalized Difference
grow in magnitude when farmers must take final decisions
Vegetation Index (NDVI) images and feedback from
for next summer season. What is the best commodity to
utilise water, especially when water is a restriction? From a
users help to develop the agricultural advisory into a
pure production perspective maize is still the best alternauseful working document. For farmers, this adds sigtive with the highest yields possible with enough available
nificant value to the seasonal forecast. The advisories
water. Taking commodity prices into account, the best
are distributed through the existing network of extenalternatives at relative low water levels (but above a critical level) are winter wheat and sorghum. Demand for
sion officers and have been welcomed.
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Fig. 7. Probability (%) of exceeding median (normal) rainfall
for October 2003 (Source: Maize Vision No. 46, Bloemfontein)

sorghum is small, winter wheat need special soil water
conditions and cultivation and both are therefore not real
viable alternatives. Groundnuts are a good alternative
crop if available water is more than 450 mm during the
season and sunflower when water is very restricted.
It seems that the price of especially maize will stay under
pressure due to high grain stock levels, favourable USA
conditions, strong rand currency, marketing pressure
when farmers are going to need money to finance input
costs and expected more favourable rainfall conditions for
next summer.
Some conclusions:
• Where possible it is currently probably better to plant
winter wheat than sunflower in early summer
• Groundnuts are a very attractive alternative if more than
400 mm water is available
• Sorghum is currently a very good alternative provided
that a market is established before planting of the crop
• Sunflowers are a good alternative only at very low water
levels (and poor soil)
• Groundnuts are not a viable alternative with available
water levels lower than 350 mm
• Taking markets, labour and special production conditions for other crops into account, maize seems to be the
only ‘alternative’ for mass production.
(Maize Vision No. 46, June 2003)

3.4.3. South African sugar industry
Climate forecasts in the South African sugar industry
are used primarily with the emphasis on providing
operational crop estimates (McGlinchey 1999, Everingham et al. 2002). Singels & Bezuidenhout (1999)
have demonstrated links between El Niño, rainfall and
crop yields in the South African sugar belt. Mc-

Glinchey (1999) and Bezuidenhout & Singels (2001)
based their crop estimates systems on the SAWS 3-mo
forecasts as well as the Climate Impacts Prediction
Centre (CIP) based at the University of Zululand. Jury
(1998) also provided sugarcane production estimates
using statistical relationships with various climatedriving forces, such as the SOI and Southern Ocean air
pressure.
Bezuidenhout & Singels (2001) used the CANESIM
(Singels & Donaldson 2000) crop model to add value to
the climate forecast. This model simulates daily crop
response to agroclimatic conditions. The model is used
to simulate the crop up to the last date containing
actual observed weather data. Thereafter, an analogue
system (Everingham et al. 2002) is used to complete
the season. The analogue system entails the identification of historic years that are likely to become a suitable substitute for the remainder of the season. Historic
years are ranked according to their total rainfall (overlapping with the forecast lead time). Thereafter, a
number of below-normal, normal and above-normal
historic analogues corresponding to the SAWS percentages associated with the below-normal, normal
and above-normal terciles are selected. This approach
causes the crop model to complete the current season
along a number of different paths. The spread of anticipated final yields, as achieved under the different
analogues, enables the forecasters to express the
uncertainty of the crop estimate. Decision-makers
have identified forecast uncertainty as a vital component of crop estimates (Bezuidenhout 2001). The
above-mentioned estimates were done for different
climate stations and final results were aggregated to
larger areas (Bezuidenhout & Singels 2001).
Crop estimates are distributed (mainly by email) to
estate managers, mill operators, milling company representatives, grower representatives and national
management structures (McGlinchey 1999, Bezuidenhout & Singels 2001). Estimates for the South African
sugar industry have been disseminated since 2000,
normally starting in February prior to the opening of
the milling season and updating estimates every second month thereafter.
The information is valuable to a wide range of decision-makers functioning at different stakeholder levels
within these industries. At the farm level, growers
could, for example, reduce their fertiliser applications
and intensify some of their pest and disease controls if
below average yields are expected. At the mill level,
decision-makers may use the information to estimate
mill open and closure dates and allocate delivery slots
to haulers and growers. Lumsden (2000) observed
large potential economic gains at the mill level associated with accurate and well adopted crop estimates.
On a national level, stakeholders (such as the South
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African Sugar Association) may use the information to
improve industry competitiveness through strategic
financial and marketing planning (Everingham et al.
2002).
There is still scope for future improvements to these
systems. Bezuidenhout (2001) and Everingham et al.
(2002) highlighted the incorporation of climate forecasts with longer lead times, web based information
dissemination, more frequent updates and estimates
starting in September prior to the following year’s
milling season as areas of likely future research.

4. FORECAST ACCURACY AND USEFULNESS
ANALYSIS
For forecasts to be useful a number of factors are
required. These include an indication of their reliability, the skill-level of the forecast and the degree of
uncertainty of the forecast. The accuracy of a forecast
can be regarded as the level of agreement between the
forecast and corresponding observations. The difference between these two is the error of the forecast. The
verification of forecasts is part and parcel of their
development. No single measure can reflect the ‘accuracy’ of a forecast and they are usually assessed
according to a combination of the following:
1. Skill — the accuracy of a forecast relative to the accuracy
of forecasts produced by some standard procedure. Climatology, persistence and chance (guessing) are considered
to have zero skill
2. Reliability — is the average agreement or disagreement
between the stated forecast value and the observed value
3. Resolution — the ability of the forecast to distinguish
between predictions on a spatial and temporal scale. A
high resolution forecast would be able to accurately distinguish between an area with a 50% chance of rainfall and
an area with a 80% chance
4. Sharpness — this is the attribute of a forecast to tend
towards a categorical prediction of 0 or 100%. It is important when predicting ‘all or nothing’ events like tornados,
hurricanes and hailstorms. Neither the skill, nor the resolution of the forecast is reflected by its tendency towards
sharpness
5. Uncertainty — this relates to the ‘difficulty’ of the forecast situation. Elements of uncertainty in a forecast make it
very difficult to predict elements at all, let alone with a
degree of skill or with high resolution.
(after Stanski et al. 1989)

Thus, a forecast’s skill would generally be measured
by how many times in the past it has been correct,
compared to some reference data, such as a climatology (Mason 2000). This would relate to the methodology used to produce the forecast and would make the
methodology suitable for specific areas and unsuitable
for others.
Despite improvements in production technique,
methodology and technology, some uncertainty will
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always remain in climate forecasting. The forecasts
should thus be regarded as shifts in probability distributions within a locality’s climate.
Probability is used in forecasts based on specific conditions for which a forecast may have skill and
expresses this in terms of uncertainty for specific areas
for a specific time period. Such probability forecasts
can never be completely wrong because they assume
inherent uncertainty. Forecasts that turn out to be inaccurate are invariably misinterpreted to be wrong,
when the observed outcome was simply less likely. It is
however still valid to criticise a high probability forecast when it is inaccurate, as uncertainty that must
have existed in the forecast, whether in the model or
the forecaster’s mind, should have been made explicit
to users.
Forecasters have a responsibility to reveal the anticipated skill level as well as the uncertainty that exists
within a forecast so that users can be sufficiently aware
of the risks associated with acting on the specific
information.
El Niño forecasts are especially susceptible to a high
degree of variation that leads to difficulty in predicting
climate conditions for the same degree of index
strength. For example, the 1982/83 and 1997/98 events
were both very strong as measured by changes in the
Pacific, yet their impacts in Australia were completely
different. Eastern and Southern Australia experienced
a severe drought in 1982/83, resulting in damages
amounting to AU$8 billion (Cane 2000), but during
1997 average to above-average falls were common in
May, and a dry spell over winter was broken by widespread and heavy rains in September with crop yields
showing little if any negative effects (www.bom.gov.
au/climate/enso/#impacts).
The best example of this variation in Southern Africa
occurred during the same episode. In 1997/98, indicators showed that El Niño conditions that previously
had led to drought would affect many areas including
Southern Africa. The SOI value for September 1982,
prior to the 1982/83 El Niño, was –2.0, while in
September 1997 it was –1.6. The media issued widespread warnings and preparations were made, but the
expected severe drought did not materialise. One reason was that there was a surplus of available surface
water and the soil moisture content carried over from
the previous season was still high. The existence of the
El Niño was an undeniable reality, but the impact on
Southern African climate was not well understood
(Dilley 2003).
In 1998, forecasts predicted above-average rainfall
for the Southern African region in early 1999, based on
La Niña observations, but the observed rainfall was
substantially below average (Blench 1999). This was
subsequently explained by the presence of a stationary
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area of tropical convergence that developed in the
Mozambique Channel, causing subsidence and hence
dry conditions (Klopper & Bartman 2002)
It is intuitively possible that forecasts, especially
when trained by specific signals, are more likely to be
able to predict conditions outside the ‘normal’ range. It
would seem to be more difficult to predict the conditions when there is no specific evidence of a ‘dry’ or
‘wet’ season. The range of normal conditions is most
often one tercile or 331⁄3% about the climatological
mean.
Whereas this gives hope that extreme seasonal conditions will be accurately predicted, the large variation
during ‘normal’ years can be exacerbated by poor forecasts especially if a dry period persists for a number of
years. This would be a very typical situation for parts of
Southern Africa. An agricultural drought (insufficient
soil moisture to sustain crop growth), may be in existence before a meteorological drought (implying a current lack of rainfall) is recognised. Thus the prospect of
agricultural drought may be overlooked by a forecast
that predicts normal rainfall for a season following a
dry one. For this reason forecasts need to be interpreted in terms of local conditions.
Increased forecast accuracy and resolution would
improve forecast utility for users. The constraints listed
above suggest that this may not be the case in the near
future, however. Temporal and spatial scales of current
forecasts are such that high-resolution forecasts are
not practically possible. By increasing the resolution it
seems that quality must be sacrificed. The specific
nature of a forecast may enable it to predict some
aspects of the future precipitation or temperature with
more accuracy and these would be most useful. With
this in mind it is important to focus on the specific
needs of the users and to focus research efforts towards
increasing skill and utility in these areas.
It has been shown (Cane 2000, P. A. Johnston
unpubl.) that when seasonal forecasts are interpreted
as being deterministic for specific locations and used
as a guide by sectors such as farmers, they seem to be
inconsistent and, in many cases, misleading. This happens firstly because the forecasts are probabilistic in
nature, and, secondly, are often not intended for direct
use at a local scale for specific applications (Plant
2000), but are disseminated as seasonal guidelines
only (Nicholls 2000). An example of this arises when a
high probability for above-normal rainfall for a 3-mo
period is predicted. If a drier first month follows such a
prediction in a specific region, can a farmer, who to a
large extent relies upon a total amount of rainfall,
expect that the following month would be all the
wetter in his region to counter the dry period?
Not only does this lead to confusion among farmers,
but also frustration among forecasters, who feel their

predictions are being misinterpreted (Farago et al.
1993). This emphasises the need for tailored forecasts
that will meet specific user requirements, in terms of
actionable and mitigating responses. It also highlights
the need for forecasters to be aware that their products
may be presented as having more meaning (and thus
influence) than was initially intended.

5. FORECAST APPLICATIONS
Part of the end-to-end chain of forecast production
and use requires focusing attention not only on the
‘science’ of the forecast in its production phase but also
on the dissemination and use of the product. How can
we better understand the ‘context’ in which forecasts
are framed, embedded and used? What cultural, socioeconomic and political processes currently possibly
frustrate the use and uptake of forecasts? Do we ‘know’
and ‘understand’ the environment in which potential
clients and users of forecasts operate?
Despite being able to intuitively forecast some
changes in the climate, most societies have organised
themselves to accept a range of climatic conditions that
may occasionally produce surprises or extremes. Some
groups and sectors have developed skills to predict the
surprises, while others have developed a range of
mechanisms which help to cope with the changes. Still
others have learnt to accept the surprises as being part
of life (Stern & Easterling 1999). With the advent of scientific forecasting, the ability to be forewarned about
‘surprise’ climatic conditions may lead to substantial
benefits to certain users. On the other hand, forewarning without the capability of ‘forearming’ could be
regarded as counter-productive.
At present in Southern Africa and as shown above, a
fairly narrow group of potential users actually receive
forecasts, and a smaller group actually makes use of
them. Agriculture, being heavily dependent on rainfall, comprises the main group of users. Efforts have
been made in recent years to strengthen forecast utility to agriculture by targeting provincial and local
scales of activity through sensitisation workshops as
well as extension officer training in interpretation of
seasonal climate forecasts. Users in commercial agriculture have traditionally had greater access to seasonal climate forecasts than users in developing agriculture, as they can potentially approach forecast
producers directly (within South Africa, and internationally) through a variety of available channels,
including television, the internet and private consultants (Walker et al. 2001). They also possess the greatest ability and resources to effect adaptation to climate
stress. The above-mentioned outreach effort for extension officers is partly an attempt to correct this imbal-
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ance and bring the potential benefits of forecasts to
developing agriculture (I. B. Kgakatsi pers. comm.).
A far wider range of users within agriculture, and
within other ‘climate-sensitive’ sectors could, however, benefit from access to seasonal or monthly climate forecasts (were certain recommendations, including those described here, incorporated). Within
agriculture, there is significant scope to improve existing uptake and use of forecasts by commercial agriculture, and to improve outreach to developing agriculture. Further work by key intermediaries described
above such as the National Department of Agriculture, the Division for Agrometeorology and Climatology at ARC-ISCW and university researchers on
developing the agricultural advisory and the role of
the National Agrometeorology Committee (NAC) has
great potential. The recognition by SAWS that local
institutions in areas traditionally not well served by
forecast outreach can be helped to develop roles as
nodes of climate information reception, interpretation
and dissemination is also very encouraging (Klopper
& Bartman 2002, Archer 2003). Finally, work at the
SADC regional level explicitly recognises that forecasts tailored for agricultural commodities need
research and development — South Africa has excellent ongoing tailored forecast activities, and this
remains a further area of priority work (www.sadcfanr.org.zw, SADC Regional Remote Sensing Unit,
Harare).
Great potential exists for access to and use of forecasts by key sectors such as health (e.g. seasonal climate forecasts are being incorporated into a Malaria
Early Warning System in Botswana; WHO 2001), water
(e.g. evolving work in South Africa looks at streamflow
forecasting and the use of seasonal forecasts for reservoir management), disaster mitigation (e.g. the use of
seasonal climate forecasts for long-term contingency
planning for floods and droughts at the national and
provincial level), forestry (e.g. planning for increased
seasonal probability of fires), fisheries (e.g. the impact
of ENSO events on fish recruitment on the west coast
of Southern Africa) and natural resource management
(e.g. use of seasonal climate forecasts in management
of conserved areas). ‘Sectors’ here refer not just to formal government departments, but also include other
actors within civil society, such as non-govermental
organisations involved in public health initiatives.
Forecasts may be available with a range of accuracy
and levels of reliability — but are they of any use to a
particular user, how can their value be estimated, and
how can they best be used? Various tools are available
to help address such issues in seasonal forecasting.
Examining the Receiver Operating Characteristic
(ROC) curve (Mason 1982) can facilitate optimal use of
forecasts, and economic value can be estimated with
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simple tools such as the Cost/Loss Model (Murphy
1997). Although analyses such as these are a good
starting point, in practice the detailed applications will
have to be defined interactively with individual users
or user communities.
At SAWS application-oriented research (Klopper &
Bartman 1999, 2002) has investigated user interfaces
and dissemination methods. Commercial farmers were
polled and the effectiveness and improvement possibilities of forecasts were assessed. A number of other
researchers have investigated the uptake of seasonal
forecasts in the Southern African region (Vogel 2000,
Walker et al. 2001, Archer 2003, Vogel & O’Brien 2003,
Ziervogel & Calder 2003, Ziervogel 2004, P. A. Johnston unpubl.). Such work has not only focused on the
match between the ‘science’ of forecast production but
has also examined the wider societal context in which
forecasts are embedded (e.g. local knowledge systems,
the role of traditional knowledge), what causes problems to uptake (e.g. access to information, access to
credit) and how these constraints can be overcome.
Some of this exploratory work has begun but much
more effort needs to be given to this important area of
research.
As described above, the NDA (ARM), ARC and
SAWS have embarked on a project of early warning
awareness to agriculture and have trained 122 officers
so far. They have expressed the need to extend this
kind of training to disaster management personnel in
the country, municipalities and the public. The endresult would be to have all the user-community enlightened for optimum benefits to the country. Funding
constraints have hindered the furthering of the project,
though its future has been prioritised and it will continue in the short term, at least (Melton Mugeri, SAWS,
pers. comm).

6. RECOMMENDATIONS
The role of forecasts, their production, dissemination
and use as a tool to mitigate climate risk in South
Africa has been outlined in this paper. In conclusion, a
number of recommendations can be drawn from the
material presented here. Firstly, it is evident that,
above all, continued development and research into
more accurate and usable seasonal climate forecasts
must continue. Attention needs to be directed at intraseasonal variation such as onset, cessation and midseason dry spells. The temporal and spatial resolution
of forecasts while not compromising on quality, need to
be increased (Table 2).
It is also essential that a seasonal forecasting methodology include regular updates, assessments and ongoing user-education.
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Table 2. User requirements for an effective forecast (after
Vogel 2000 and Klopper & Bartman 2002)
Discussion process at SAWS
• Timing — there are critical times at which forecast information is required
• Supplementary value-added information, e.g. crop
yield and maturity predictions
• Aim to advance adaptive capacity
• Comparisons with historical analogues
• Ongoing evaluation and updating
• Relate to traditional indicators
• Packaging
• Higher spatial resolution
• Climate scenario education
• Other technical support and information

Secondly, while it is clear that there is much scientific and government effort being devoted to the production of forecasts and their dissemination, this still
remains a rather ‘top-down’ process. There is much
work still be done on better understanding the clients
whom one wants to engage around forecast use. We
need to raise the profile of improved ‘science’ efforts to
better understand the context and constraints within
which users operate. Clear institutional roles, networks
and accountability need to be identified, consolidated
and maintained. The production of suitable forecasts is
of minimal use if the means for effective and rapid
interpretation and dissemination are lacking. Other
recommendations include user requirements for an
effective forecast identified by Vogel (2000) and
Klopper & Bartman (2002) (Table 1), as well as specific
recommendations detailed below, including:
• End-users and their needs need to be better characterised such that their needs are built into the design
and outreach of the forecast system,
• Key intermediaries, including those referred to
above such as NDA-ARM (including civil society initiatives) need improved support and capacity building,
• Intermediary mechanisms such as the agricultural
advisory need further development and extension
to other climate-sensitive sectors (such as water,
energy, health and disaster management),
• Forecasts that are ‘tailored’ or value-added such that
they provide improved decision support for specific
sectors and for specific commodities require research and development, something increasingly
acknowledged by key players in the forecast system
such as SAWS (Archer 2003, Vogel & O’Brien 2003).
It is clear that basic structures as well as demand for
improved application of predictive climate products
are in place in South Africa. At its best, such predictive

information can be used as a tool to mitigate the negative effects of climate stress. We hope that analyses
and reviews of the forecast system such as this one will
aid in improving the ability of the system to fulfil such
a role. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change shows projections of increased climate variability (McCarthy et al. 2001). In Africa, future food
security may be at increasing risk, with agriculture’s
ability to sustain food production potentially constrained: ‘Grain yields are projected to decrease for
many scenarios, diminishing food security, particularly
in small food-importing countries (medium to high
confidence)’ (McCarthy et al. 2001, p. 14). The ability
of the climate information system to mitigate negative
effects of climate stress in the agricultural sector and
beyond is likely to become more, rather than less,
critical in the future.
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